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Lucid Software faced these three main challenges:

User Adoption 
and Training

Lucid Software helps companies and individuals solve complicated problems through its cloud-based visualization apps. 
Lucidchart, a diagramming application, and Lucidpress, a design solution, are utilized by over six million users, including 
Net ix, Dropbox, USA TODAY and Staples, making them two of the most popular productivity apps on the web. 

Lucid Software used a different organization to implement Salesforce originally. After the �rst 
implementation, the team at Lucid Software did not feel trained or ready to use Salesforce. This 
caused very low user adoption across the organization.

Google Docs “CRM” When Lucid Software started a sales team originally, they could use Google Docs successfully 
between the two reps. However, as their team grew quickly, it became obvious they needed
a scalable solution. In addition to issues with data integrity, their Google Docs “CRM” had no 
reporting, reminders, work ows or automation.

Complex Account
Structures

Lucid Software wanted to allow both free and paid users to be associated to a single 
organization. Due to this complexity, Lucid Software needed a way to tie these individuals all 
to a parent account.
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obvious we needed something else. We had no reporting, all of our processes were manual, it just wasn’t a scalable 
solution. So we chose Salesforce, but even after we did, no one on our side was trained on how to use it. There was 
basically no user adoption.

“
- Dan Cook VP of Sales
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The Solution
Simplus came highly recommended to us by our Salesforce rep. The team at Simplus really listened to what we 
needed, and it showed in the proposal and SOW they presented to us. There was constant communication between 
us. Simplus was the catalyst that helped us use Salesforce.“

- Dan Cook VP of Sales

Training After successfully reimplementing Salesforce, Simplus trained key team members at Lucid 
Software, including the Director of Sales Ops, who is successfully training all new reps.

Additional Support Although the main project is complete, Lucid Software still reaches out to Simplus 
occassionally for additional support. Their team enjoys the immediate response and help 
Simplus is able to provide.

The Results
We went from basically no user adoption to our full sales team using Salesforce; our forecasting is accurate and we 
went from spending half a day each week to build a report to just a click of a button.“ - Rob Christiansen Sr. Director of Product Management

Reporting & Forecasting Whereas the Google Docs “CRM” did not allow for any real reporting or forecasting, Simplus 
was able to set up many different report types and dashboards. Lucid Software’s current 
forecasts are accurate up to 0.5%.

Custom Development Due to the complex nature of the Parent and Child accounts (in terms of free vs paid users and 
multiple users being tied to one organization), Simplus and Lucid Software created a custom 
setup, basically “Account Management on steroids.”

Implementation Simplus worked with the team at Lucid Software to implement Salesforce again. Before 
reimplementing, both companies worked together to architect a solution that would work for 
Lucid Software and still follow Salesforce best practices.

Accurate Forecasts

99.5%
Faster Report Generation

99%
User Adoption

100%


